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Prophetic Word July 30, 2017  
Rob on phone  
In a fort night I will begin to change the very expression of Christianity. Can a nation be saved in a day? 
Am I not able to do that which seems impossible. I am coming like a fire to burn away the existing 
structure of my church worldwide. It will be violent for the kingdom of God is taken by force. As you 
know Paul the Kingdom of god is not a matter of talk but of power. I am releasing power back into my 
church but I must breathe upon my dead ones for the church is full of orphan sons and daughters and 
just as Elijah went up into the upper room to revive the widow’s dead son I am coming to breathe new 
life into my sons and daughters who are dead. New life, new life, new life. I am reviving my bride. I am 
reviving my bride. I am restructuring my church and I will not rest until my gatekeepers get in sync with 
my heart for my bride. It is not their bride it is my bride. I will release the fear of the Lord back into my 
church. There will be awe and wonder again. The stronghold as you already know is control. My 
gatekeepers will soon learn that they need to take their hands off of the steering wheel and they need 
to let me drive and direct my church. 
 
November 4 
God speaks through delta to Rob:  
“The train is moving! Hop aboard! That’s why you’re in training ha, ha! There’s an outbreak of healing. 
It’s the pool of Bethesda. I’m looking for vessels of love who are in unity to flow through. Lake and 
Wigglesworth experienced only a smidgen of what I am about to pour out. The Lord says ‘plug’ in!” 
 
Message from Archangel Michael, in the Kingdom of Heaven  
I am asking and calling for a conscious desire of the mind shift a mind shift  
To untwist to undo what mankind has done that has pulled away from my incorruptible seed  
Leaning not unto your own understanding but leaning into Me  
That I may open the dimensions for your eyes to see  
Unhook unhook unhook from all that has pulled you away  
Unhook 3x I am calling for the new way today  
This is what it was meant to be this is power come from Me this is power to go forth  
That you will open prison doors heal blind eyes open blind ears raising from the dead…  
Look to me only Me unhook from the world system to be free  
Delta Time  
Worm hole  
Healing – ball  
Acceleration  
Once what took many prayers is going to happen much faster  
My train is moving, hop aboard, that is why you are in training Ha Ha  
A break of healing  
Pool of Bethesda  
Wigglesworth and Lake experienced a smidgen of what I will pour out  
Looking for vessels, I am looking for vessels who are walking in love and unity  
Lord says PLUG IN  
 
Unity Angel holding 2 keys standing next to gate  
Purity  
Clarity  
Lift  
Light  
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Above high  
 
November 5  
Sunday Service - message via Pastor Rob 
This is the day of your breakthrough 
Just as I brought people out of Egypt on the wings of My love 
I am going to begin to bring forth not only this congregation but this state out of Egyptian captivity into 
the Promised Land 
You will leave the shores of this island in many canoes and go forth to the nations of the earth releasing 
My glory for the Kingdom of God is here. I release it now. 
Will you receive it? With a heart of David? 
I will destroy addiction in this state 
Deal with hopelessness and divorce and family disarray 
Sweeping through releasing the Father’s heart 
I want to mother and father the land 
Men and women with a heart like David released 
Like Isaiah who said, “Here I am Lord send me.” 
Go to the streets, the nations of the earth 
Waves of breakthrough have been sent from heaven. 
Islands get out the surfboards and get on a wave for a tidal wave of my presence (is coming). 
It is not what you thought it would be. 
Release control to Me 
Rend your heart to Me and I will rend the heavens and come down 
Do not be afraid 
You call out to Me for decades to send My glory to the ends of the earth 
I give you My heart 
You need My heart 
There is a geyser of living water that is rising up out of the land and My people in this house 
The weapon that brings the enemy down is LOVE 
You must have My love moving in and through you….My burning love 
 
Archangel – Sealer  
Foreign language for You have been weighed and measured and found wanting (writing on the wall 
Nebuchadnezzar). That was said of us the church but God is declaring we will not be called that but we 
will be healthy, fullness, abundance, sufficient – full of God’s glory no longer in lack.  
God is sufficient – Rob is going to receive more of sufficiency from God  
God is releasing heuristic memes and they have to do with timing and the Subaru star cluster is involved 
with release (7 stars)  
• Heuristic meme – passing down a way of solving problems  
 
Hearing the words – ORBITAL EQUIPPING  
Written tongue interpretation via Karen Lewis 
Fire is coming down  
Down the mountain from Zion  
Glory is going around  
My glory my glory shifting changing rearranging penetrating thru barriers, walls blockages, unseen now 
seen, lifted veils rent  
Those things considered dead now alive  
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Everything stolen  
Being taken back 100-fold  
I am redeeming all  
Orbital 3x equipping 3x a whole new level  
Intercepting enemies’ missiles  
Get ready 2x be willing open your hearts rearranging shifting 5x 
 
November 12  
Kevin Wada speaking through the Rainbow Angel  
I’m drawing my church back to me  
I’m changing it up, come up higher  
Leave the old behind, focus on the new  
This is a new season  
Supernatural is going to be pouring out in even greater measure  
Come up to the throne room so I can give you the gifts and the dreams  
My strategic plans to advance the Kingdom  
It’s time to not be afraid but to walk with Me, to talk to Me, to see My face  
We will support Israel, we must support Israel, despite what the news says, despite what the media says  
Focus on what I say, they are My chosen, they are My beloved  
Present(?) to me, I can take you up higher and higher, and greater measures  
The old has passed and the new is coming  
I am going to pour out more of my love upon My people  
The world needs to see My love, My love, My love, in order for revival to happen  
I’ve been waiting for My people to arise  
I’ve been waiting for My people to take the step of faith, coming out of the Christian closets  
Take those steps of faith  
Have I not shown you enough evidence?  
Look at what is happing in the world today  
How much more signs do you need?  
We need to walk by faith  
Spend more time with Me and I will give you the plans  
For each and every one of your lives and corporately for the Kingdom  
It’s going to be more intense but do not fear because I am with you every step of the way  
Don’t you see My heart, so many people are perishing, so many people are going to hell  
I will use you if you want to be used  
You are My heartbeat  
Don’t let My people perish  
Don’t let My people perish  
I love My people  
 
Leslie Kahihikolo continues…. 
Don’t let them perish  
I have called you for such a time as this  
Rise up and go to the nations  
Rise up for this is the time  
Do not delay, do not delay, do not be afraid this is your time  
Don’t let My people die without knowing Me 
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November 23 
Prophetic word from Jana Green several minutes after the afternoon session confirming what Delta 
spoke through Pastor Rob:  
Promises promises who got the promises? The resurrection power has begun. A hope that is sure and 
that is already won promises that are not based on the past but a hope that will endure and the power 
to break lack. It's a view of the things He has told you before they have happened. It’s the power of the 
age to come without deception. You are redeeming the time now, a divine editing will align. This how it 
should be not just a matter of the heart but the heart to change matter to recreate and break the 
patterns. These are the Overcomers the ones that innovate a ruling and reigning tribe for in Hawaii it 
won't be denied. 
 
November 25  
Pastor Hyung Kim gave word via Bronze Man 
Open up open up open up  
Prepare to bridge 3x Connect 4 x  
I’ve already prepared for everyone  
Go thru the gate 3x  
Great victory 2x  
Lift up the banner 2x  
Pray people  
Beyond your imagination  
Impossible to possible 3x  
Rise up 2x go forward 2x  
We the people the body talking to pastors – I repent of the high critical spirit within us. I repent for 
having a victim spirit of having to push forward and not taking new perspectives or not taking in others 
not being a body, I repent of that now.  
 
Angel Unity - we as the church there is a new connection or relationship flourishing. What seeing thru 
the angel is that person who had that angry spirit toward the pastor – taking off that spirit and 
connecting the hearts being bridged together. New things are coming out of that, new light from church 
body and pastor bring new light to the atm. Bringing forth generational change. Giving new generational 
light for church that will emerge with the bridging and the walking thru (don’t know what). Both have 
equality in power. Feels light.  
 
I AM  
On the threshold you are on the threshold of breakthrough into breaking out  
Easing striving ceasing struggling watching in the natural ability  
I gave you in the beginning time  
Seeing as never before  
Causing doors to open never opened before  
Time turning back time going forward spinning in space  
Taking new places taking new dimensions  
Levels of authority increasing 2x ever increasing  
My favor increasing My blessing increasing My mercy increasing My healing increasing Supernatural 
becoming natural  
Miracles manifesting  
All of this is your rightful blessing  
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Seeing in front – sea of glass  
 
It is a different place it is a different time 
 
I am calling you to peace with yourselves and others for unity  
 
Delta Time Rob moving into apostolic office Lines of inheritance (Psalm 16:4) Lord doing a deliverance – 
delta time is releasing us from our entrapment on earth and in time  
 
You are trapped in cycles of time  
What is the definition of a cycle – series of events regularly repeated in same order  
Time loop  
Stuck in a time loop or cycle  
It is my power that will break you out of the time loop  
It’s the wings  
Wind Stand to your feet for such a time as this  
Rob feels transformer on his head – power set us free  
Today is an appointed time  
But you must step in  
I am setting you free but you must step in 
 
November 26  
Message from Spirit of Counsel via Michelle Weaver 
Inside - Sees the 7 spirits in cylinder of glass, colors of rainbow  
Sees green things moving around  
Sees classroom – chairs and table  
 
Michelle Weaver interpreted tongue of angels via Karen Lewis 
Enter into my classroom for I will teach you My counsel  
Seek Me for each situation for I will counsel you  
Learn of Me learn of Me  
As we learn from God we will counsel others but we first have to come to the classroom  
Counsel by night counsel by day  
Counsel at all hours (we come into this classroom at any time)  
Grabbing wisdom, grabbing understanding – as we are in here learning from spirit of counsel we are to 
connect with spirit of understanding and spirit of wisdom. 
 
 


